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- Energy savings→ €€€

- Similar to drivers behavior, especially on 
anticipating the slopes

- Strong accelerations are better for the headaway
on dense lines

- Coasting before braking on dense lines brings
drivers to reach stations at lower speeds, hence
adapt braking better
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- Most of the margin ends up towards the braking
phases

- Needs to be used carefully for long distances
- Can detorierate the headaway on some zones

- Considers that drivers will follow the fastest drive 
at low speeds, which is not the case
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Exemples with energy consumption
comparison

Trip Linear vs Fastest MARECO vs Fastest MARECO vs Linear

Paris-Lyon (10% margin) 14% 24% 12%

Gap – Briancon (10% 
margin)

7% 19% 13%

Rennes – Brest (6% 
margin)

9% 27% 20%

Paris – Mantes-la-Jolie 
(10% margin)

16% 43% 32%
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